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Professional Training (by branches): Design
Kazan (Volga Region) Federal University

Degree or qualification is awarded: Bachelor

Language of study: Russian
Mode of study: full-time, part-time
Duration: 4 / 5 years
Availability of free education: no
Price: 148 620 RUB per yearr

Programme webpage at the university website:
https://kpfu.ru/philology-culture/uchebnyj-process/specialnosti-i-napravleniya

Programme curator: Rauf Sabirov
Tel.: +78432337027
E-mail: admission@kpfu.ru

Professional Training (Interior Design, Environmental design)

Description of the programme: The program is aimed at training highly qualified specialists in the field of interior
design, proficient in teaching methods in the system of secondary vocational education.

Comprehensive and high-quality training of qualified competitive professionals in the field of environmental design,
with modern knowledge of the basics of designing interiors, exteriors, environmental objects (object design),
landscapes, art objects and amenities, parks, squares, etc.

The graduates are trained to work as:

Instructors in secondary vocational education institutions and supplementary professional education institutions1.
in the field of art and design, in centers for training, retraining and advanced training of workers and mid-level
professionals;

Artists and an interior designers of residential and public spaces.2.

Professional employment after graduation: secondary vocational institutions (teaching the basics of interior
design), architectural and design companies, etc.

Professionals in these fieldsare needed by construction and architectural firms, organizations engaged in development
of landscapes, parks, and amenities- currently these are the most popular areas in the republic and the country.

In the Republic of Tatarstan there are plenty of architectural, construction and design firms engaged in the design of
various environments and environmental objects where students will be able to undergo internship.

The training is carried out by the Department of Design and National Arts. The instructors of the department are
members of creative unions of the Republic of Tatarstan and the Russian Federation, Honored Art Workers of the
Republic of Tatarstan, doctors and candidates of sciences. The faculty integrates knowledge in the field of fine art into
the process of studying modern IT technologies. Students are taught disciplines aimed at mastering modern
technologies of vocational training, fundamental principles of interior design, practical skills in the field of computer
graphics, design, decoration, etc.

Specializations within this programme
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Environmental design

full-time

Interior Design

part-time 


